Abstract: This paper provides an ethnographic understanding of harmony as language policy in China. We ground this understanding in a historical analysis of 'harmony' as a distinct traditional Chinese ideal that gradually finds its new expressions through policy in contemporary China. Based on this, we will focus particularly on language practices surrounding 'harmony' that are emerging from the Internet, a discursive space and site of policing that is highly diverse while also heavily contested with respect to policing processes, and notably so in the context of the PRC for its stringent measurement of censorship and sensitization of language use. From this perspective of the Internet, we will show empirically that although the state is arguably the strongest stakeholder in implementing the policy of harmony -or, better, harmonization -in the case of China, the actual processes of harmonization through policing online develop in detailed, multidirectional and unpredictable rather than abstract, linear or monofocal ways. The outcomes of such processes are, paradoxically, alternative ideologies of harmony as well as nonnormative use of language. The general implications to language policy will also be discussed.
Introduction
Whereas language policy at the state or institutional level generally aims for the ideal of harmony and social cohesion by emphasizing normativity and order, language practices embedded in everyday life at the ground level demonstrate far more features of divergence, heterogeneity and polycentricity. This is exceedingly so in view of the current stage of globalization and its outcome of 'superdiversity' (Vertovec 2006) harmony is discursively negotiated and (co)constructed in and as social reality, as much as how language policy and perhaps society at large may be better conceptualized and understood when grounded in such reality.
The above observations are relevant to the current paper in two ways. On the one hand, they raise broad concerns about language policy research as theory and methodology, and they point us towards calls for a paradigmatic shift in this field (Ricento 2006; Shohamy 2006; McCarthy 2011) : from a traditional focus on the formal policy (policy-as-text), often in the strict sense of the term, as a set of official documents, directives and regulations produced by authorities such as the state, to a Hymesian (1980, 1996) ethnographic perspective to policy (policy-as-discourse) as dynamic, multifaceted and situated social practices. Following this perspective, and drawing on Foucault's notion of police, disciplinary power and governmentality, Blommaert et al. (2009) further suggest that language policy should be seen in terms of processes of 'policing', i.e. processes of rational production and management of a normative structure that involves various social and political actors and institutions with unequally distributed agency. This locates language policy in complexes of ideology and webs of cultural meanings (Geertz 1973) and, as such, in constellations of micro discursive practices that are anchored in different and often conflictual ideologies, and are indexical and constitutive of the macro patterns of normativity and order. In such constellations, as argued by Blommaert and his colleagues, the state functions as but one of a wide range of possible centers of norms.
On the other hand, the questions of harmony and language policy draw our attention to China as both a comparative context (to African and other contexts) and an interesting case in its own right. Harmony and language policy go hand in hand in China.
Evolving from a well-entrenched classical Confucian ideal, 'harmony' has in recent years become a proper name that stands for the explicit discourse on the rationalization, maintenance and enforcement of stability and order by the state in reaction to the rapid economic-political changes and sociocultural diversifications resulting from the country's modernization and globalization processes. This can be seen in the presently prevalent slogan of 'Harmonious Society' championed by President Hu Jintao. Not only the formal policy specific of language, which already advocates the monoglot ideology (cf. Silverstein 1996) , but almost all official policies in China, have adopted the state motif of 'harmony'. This has huge impacts on the way language and communication ought to be and are actually practiced in (at least) the public sphere in China, including in its newly emerging online environment, to ensure the kind of harmony as envisaged by the state.
Harmony, therefore, is a crucial aspect and driving force of language policy and policing in the context of China.
What we will explore in this paper is an ethnographic understanding of harmony via and, thus, as language policy in China, a topic largely underresearched. This is grounded in a historical analysis of 'harmony' as a distinct traditional Chinese ideal that gradually finds its new expressions through policy in contemporary China. Based on this, we will focus particularly on language practices surrounding 'harmony' that are emerging from the Internet, a discursive space and site of policing that is, as mentioned earlier, highly diverse while also heavily contested with respect to policing processes, and notably so in the context of the PRC for its stringent measurement of censorship and sensitization of language use (e.g. Tsui 2003; Zhou 2005; MacKinnon 2008; Yang 2009 ).
From this perspective of the Internet, we will show empirically that although the state is arguably the strongest stakeholder in implementing the policy of harmony -or, better, harmonization -in the case of China, the actual processes of harmonization through policing online develop in detailed, multidirectional and unpredictable rather than abstract, linear or monofocal ways. The outcomes of such processes are, paradoxically, alternative ideologies of harmony as well as nonnormative use of language.
In what follows, we start with a consideration of the historicity of the discourse of harmony by examining, first, the Confucian traditions in which 'harmony' was philosophized as a recognizable system of values and beliefs in Chinese society and, second, its recent development and reinvention into a dominant discourse of order in contemporary China. This is followed by an investigation of China's state implementation of harmony on the Internet and its online discursive appropriation with its wider societal impact. In the final part of the paper, we discuss the implications of these observations in our understanding of harmony as language policy, with reference to China and Chinese.
Harmony as a Confucian Ideal
The word 'harmony' can find its origin in he (和 in classical Chinese), a word thatautomatically evokes the connotation of affirmative acceptance and balanced coordination, i.e. coherent, orderly arrangement, of different parts of a whole, such as in music or visual art. It also suggests a reasoned compromise or reconciliation between these different parts, which leads to a peaceful 'agree-to-disagree' situation and with potentially constructive outcomes. As a lay term, he is well liked by Chinese people as one of the core symbols of their cultural essence, alongside words such as 'fortune', 'longevity' and 'double-happiness'.
It is important to make clear at the onset that when we speak of harmony in a Chinese context, we should bear in mind that, unlike elsewhere, the use of the term conjures up a distinctive ideological load that is deeply seated in over two millennia of Chinese history and cultural tradition of Confucianism. Harmony is one of the central tenets of the Confucian system of ethical philosophy and political governmentality (cf. Yao 2000) . The Confucian doctrines of he are incorporated by generations of Chinese in their ways of conceptualizing norms and orders that inform individual behaviours in relation to the moral self, the family, the state, and other levels of society. In this sense, he represents a specific set of historically enregistered and internalized discourses about what is meant by harmony, why harmony is important and how to achieve it socially and politically. This is a crucial point for understanding the significance of harmony in terms of language policy in Chinese societies.
Despite the voluminous work on Confucianism and its developments, he was rarely addressed as a focused topic of academic concern, at least not until very recently when 'harmony' arose as a catchword from China and grew into a synonym, if not a representation, of Confucianism and Chinese traditions. Some of these recent writings, such as those of Chenyang Li (2006 Li ( , 2008a Li ( , 2008b , pay specific attention to the traditional Confucian notion of harmony thus offering a good basis for us to examine more closely the idea of he in its classical form. These writings take he as an ethicospiritual belief that is deeply rooted in the ancient Chinese perceptions of humancenteredness in organizing social life and the whole of the cosmos, and as aspirations for social unity, peace and prosperity.
Even though today he is invariably credited to Confucianism, its genesis predates Confucius (551-479 BC). Li (2006) Liu & Allinson 1988) . Whether cooperative opposition (the preferred and more conducive way towards harmony for Li), or severe struggles, strife is the process through which harmony is negotiated and sought. In this sense, 'harmony is not only a state but, more importantly, a process, [and] disharmony is necessarily present during the process of harmonization' (Li 2006: 592 'governance with virtue'. The harmonious governance is to bring about order in society through the functioning of government officials rather than penal laws. The fourth level involves promoting harmony as peaceful coexistence beyond the state borders, in the world. And finally, at the most fundamental level, harmony is applicable as a universal law that is generated by the interactive process of balancing human, nature and society, a cosmological order as depicted in I Ching. Li emphasizes that harmony, in the classical Confucian sense, works as a metaphysical as well as a moral concept. It centers on human awareness and intervention at all five scale-levels, thus, is mediated, relational and dynamic. Its ultimate goal is to realize the 'grand harmony' (taihe 太和) throughout the cosmos, which in turn derives from harmony at the lower levels.
Harmony, therefore, is carefully constructed as a normative complex in
Confucianism that relies on the cultivation of virtues and maintenance of ethics. Its argument about sameness and difference is ultimately one about societal diversity in which he serves as an early model of humanist ideal about how life should be organized at multiple levels in order to achieve desired balance and order. In the harmonization process towards diversity, differences and conflicts are controlled and regulated, mostly as strife between individuality and collectiveness. Appropriateness and order are central to this work of harmony. So is hierarchy, which, as we have seen, is bound to and maintained by the moral duty of loyalty, obedience and filial piety based on criteria such as age (the older above the younger), gender (the male above the female) and social ranking (the senior above the junior, the superior above the inferior) and so on. In fact, hierarchy is considered a pivotal tenet of Confucianism in addition to harmony (e.g.
Buttery & Leung 1998). The two rely on and reinforce one another.
Returning to our earlier discussions on police and policing, it is now not difficult to see that the Confucian ideal of harmony, especially with a long historical trajectory of being the state-sponsored political and ethical system since Emperor Han Wudi's rule (156-87 BC), can serve as a coercive force that impacts on people's perceptions about 'how to be' or 'how to act' and the normative organization of society in a Chinese context. This ideal, as we will see in the next section, has been intertextualized, updated and reinvented -eventually, established as policy -so as to fit in with the development of a modern China.
The Reinvention of Harmony
As already pointed out, 'harmony', or hexie (和谐, in modern Chinese), has recently become a visible pattern of political discourse in China, embodied in pervasive phrases like 'Harmonious Society' which are initiated by the Chinese government and constitute a striking feature of the new discursive order. If one travels to China nowadays, one would expect to find the overwhelming presence of the word hexie in the public sphere:
on the TV, in newspapers, on public transport, in classrooms and offices, and on street billboards and banners. Blommaert's (2010: 142-144) insightful account of the 'harmonious golf' sign in a street in Beijing, about how the national political slogan of harmony is superimposed onto the global corporate discourse of golf, offers a representative example.
As a matter of fact, this is an arduous comeback of Confucianism after being largely marginalized in China, its own center, since the beginning of the 20 th century.
This return signals a discursive shift that centers upon the Confucian 'jargon' of harmony, the revamping and redeploying of which reflect the state attempts to establish new orders as its engagement with globalization processes deepens. Harmony, thus, becomes a strong contemporary rhetoric that dominates the discursive order of meaning making, as seen, for instance, in the official policy of 'language harmony' or yuyan hexie (语言和谐).
Our concern with the discourse of harmony in China's language policy certainly will benefit from an understanding of the philosophical-epistemic dimension of he as primarily conceived in the Confucian traditions, something we have examined in detail in the previous section; but, in the same way as the example of 'harmonious golf', this concern also needs to be situated in the latest framework of talking and behaving, a framework under the name of hexie that is emerging from the processes of globalization.
To establish this framework is to investigate the social-historical dimension of hexie in which harmony is not only a historically conditioned and social reproduced discourse, but also a discursive feature of wider processes of social and political changes closely connected to globalization in China. We will see that hexie involves considerable discursive shifts, not just a reactivation of he.
New Confucianism
To be sure, the discursive shifts of hexie are by no means random. New Confucianism is an umbrella term that captures the ongoing movement of the neo-conservative transformation and reinvention of the Confucian traditions since the beginning of the 20 th century, of which three generations (1921-1949, 1950-1979 and 1980-present) of exponents have developed (Bresciani 2001; Liu 2003; Makeham 2003; Fan 2011) . Over each of these three periods, the status, focus and impact of Confucianism shifted with the economic and political climate change at the time (see Dirlik 1995; Yao 2000; Bell 2006 and Louie 1980 .
In a nutshell, the first generation of the three returned to Confucianism in searching for a sense of self from within a crisis-ridden China, amidst desires to depart from its condemned 'feudal' past. The second one was led by scholars outside Mainland
China which was then occupied by the Cultural Revolution and a drastic ideological alienation from Confucianism in favour of Maoist communism and nationalism. This period was engaged mainly in a dialogue between the Oriental-Chinese Confucianism with the Western-Kantian philosophy. The most recent decades saw a pan-China 'rediscovery' of Confucianism (Bell 2006 ) accompanying the East Asian economic booms in the 1980s as -not so much its content, but -'the evaluation of that content with respect to the question of modernity' had changed (Dirlik 1995: 236, our emphasis) .
In this newest wave of Confucianism, China reemerged as its center and leading advocate in full swing, as it embarked on the post-Mao 'reform and opening-up' course in order to reengage with the wider globalization processes. It is this third phase of what is termed a 'renaissance' of Confucianism (Little & Reed 1989; Fan 2011 ) that gives rise to the political discourse of harmony.
The Harmonious Society
China's reengagement with globalization since 1979 has hugely enhanced the country's economic-political power and, consequently, its social diversification and restratification.
China joined the World Trade Organization in 2001, and in merely 10 years, its GDP had increased almost five times and it was ranked the second-largest economy in the world. 'Harmonious Society' can be taken as a real effort in building a culturalist/humanist image of the state by re-cherishing the core Chinese values as encoded in the Confucian concept of hexie while turning it into a new rhetoric 'to react and redress an increasingly less balanced and less fair domestic landscape' (Yu 2008:123) and, ultimately, to reassert the state authority. In such a context, hexie becomes a metonym for a self-defendable form of power and coercion that can be used to impose certain order and normativity. The recentering of harmony is reflected, implicitly or explicitly, in the way language policy in China has been (re)formulated and expanded over the past decade or so, gradually incorporating hexie as the main trope and motif.
Language Harmony
The monoglot standard of Putonghua and its hegemonic dominance over other varieties is a typical example and also a pretext of the 'harmonious society' discourse that followed a few years later.
What we see in the above poster is that the state policing of a monoglossic order is being relabeled with hexie, an ideal that assumes order and normativity as appropriateness by virtue, and, as a result, becomes a bone fide voice. Such a voice is further sanctioned by the nationalist or patriotic sentiment (the call to love the motherland language and script) aroused by Confucianism from which hexie originates from, and is seen symbolic of the Chinese history and culture (the use of the archaic style of harmony).
Any voice implying an alternative, heteroglossic order is, hence, against harmony and inappropriate, and may be regarded as an act of subversion and sabotage.
Sociolinguists in China (e.g. Feng 2006 Feng , 2007 Zhou 2006; Zhang 2009; Zhang & Xie 2010 ) also argue that maintaining harmony or order of language use should be an indispensable aspect of constructing a harmonious society. They contend that, apart from official policy, the realization of language harmony relies on language users and their awareness of the norms of conduct and willingness and 'sensibility' in conforming to the norms (Feng & Zhang 2006 This, in an era of the 'network society' (Castells 2009 ), gives rise to the powerful state Internet censorship apparatus in China.
In the next section, we examine harmony as processes of policing in China's virtual
space. We will demonstrate that, alongside the state policing, there are considerable nonstate-oriented interactions and influences from grassroots users of the Internet. Such practices imply that 'language harmony' is not only about policies and legislations of language (as linguistic features) per se, but more about the policing of voice and the validity of using certain linguistic features to make oneself understood (Blommaert 2005) . 
The (Dis)Harmonious Chinese Internet

Recent development of the information and communication technologies in
Online Policing and Harmonization
Structuring and maintaining virtual order is, therefore, on the top of the agenda for While the state doctrine of hexie shehui is used as a mandate to justify the tight control of communication and the quashing of potentially 'disharmonious' speech online, the word hexie has become over the years a satirical placeholder for ensuring stability and political status quo at all costs. The Chinese netizens started to use the word hexie as a euphemism for Internet censorship. When netizens say that a user has been 'harmonized', the suggestion is that the person has somehow been brought into compliance by government agency, whether by physical force or by losing access to his/her account.
Through the appropriation of this word, they in fact voice criticism of governmental claims that censorship is employed to maintain a harmonious society. This attitude is illustrated in a widely circulated picture online (see Figure 3) , which shows the word 和 諧 (harmony) in traditional characters with the radical 口 (meaning 'mouth') in both characters being covered with plasters. Through this image, grassroots netizens argue that harmonization is in fact a policing strategy adopted by the authorities to silence their voices, to muzzle them. 
Hexie, River Crab and Grass Mud Horse
The parodist appropriation of 'harmony' has, ironically, turned the word itself into a socalled sensitive word, namely, an object of policing. When the word hexie begot censored and 'harmonized' online, Chinese netizens creatively adopted the word 'river crab' (河蟹 ) to replace the direct use of 'harmony' since the two words are homophones that are only tonologically different: héxié for 'harmony' and héxiè for 'river crab'. Images of river crabs (see e.g. Figure 4 ) are also circulated online to imply discontent with the state censorship and suppression of freedom of speech. In fact, 'river crab' has gradually become an Internet buzzword or meme that symbolizes, euphemistically, the ideological battling between 'harmonization' and 'counter-harmonization' in the Chinese cyberspace. The move from héxié 和谐 to héxiè 河蟹 indicates an extraordinary effect of policing. Rather than uniformity and loss of voice, the enforcement of language harmony online has stimulated and facilitated new forms of (super)diversity and new opportunities to express self in alternative ways. This is important to our understanding of language actually allows netizens to transgress as well as to satirize the policy of censorship with impunity, which eventually makes the word an icon of grassroots aspirations for freedom of speech. They even invented a written form for this three-character-phrase, by combining part of each of the three characters 草,泥 and 马 (see Figure 5) . As a netizen named Kenneth Tan explains, 'The 艹 radical refers to 'grass' (草), 尼 resembles 泥 and both are homophones, while 马 is the character for 'horse'. The new character even has a recommended pronunciation jiayu' 2 . Moreover, it spawns a string of new memes, all of which are developed into codes with multiple functions that can be used and appropriated in a range of settings and environments as anti-policing instruments.
Ironically, in the process of harmonization, 'harmony' has caused considerable 'disharmonious' behaviours and noises. In the context of globalization, such politics of (dis)harmony on the Internet can be taken as an indication of diversification of voices and, thus, superdiversity. Nevertheless, what seems a semiotic carnival that draws wide participation in a range of formats cannot really escape the control and inhibition of the state power. According to Global Voices (a multilingual community of bloggers who report about citizen media stories from around the world), as a consequence of overpopularity, the online appearance of the legendary Chinese Internet memes hexie and caonima is officially suspended. They reported that a notification to the Chinese forum managers is repeatedly tweeted about the banishing of these words 4 :
The hands of policing seem omnipresent, but so do phenomena of hexie and caonima.
The banality of power (Mbembe 1992) in the name of harmony already presupposes the existence of disharmony. The question to ask, then, is 'not whether the Internet will democratize China, but rather in what ways the Internet is democratizing (or will democratize) communication in China' (Tai 2006:184) .
Conclusions
This paper has reviewed the genesis of 'harmony', a political term at the level of policy in China from its early philosophical sources to its contemporary deployment as a notable concept of social order. Harmony, as we have seen, has never been an unambiguous concept and has always been contested, remodelled and challenged, by means of shifts in the intertextual links of the concept. In this sense, harmony joins the ranks of political core terms such as 'freedom', 'democracy', 'development' and so forth: semantic floaters that, when used skilfully, can stand for entirely different realities in ways already described by Dwight Bolinger (1971) . As Bolinger argued, the 'pure' or 'original' semantics of a term can never stand for the total array of its actual forms of usage. Word meanings, in short, are poor indicators of the actual life of words in human social and cultural practice.
We are now in a position to formulate some conclusions, and two sets of reflections need to be addressed. First, we want to extract some general points from our case analysis and look at what this analysis tells us about harmony as larger patterns of political and ideological struggles. Second, some general observations can be made regarding the nature of language policy and the ways of investigating this. Let us begin with the first set of reflections.
We have seen that the intensive use of the term harmony in contemporary China is guided by a desire, or demand, for social order. This demand appears to be spurred by the accelerating social differentiation in the People's Republic in the wake of its rise to global economic prominence. With the emergence of a sizeable professional middle class and a smaller nevertheless important class of super-rich people (e.g. Tomba 2009), China is rapidly becoming a class-stratified society characterized by enlarging differences between rich and poor. This is accompanied by the availability of new information and ideas and new opportunities and resources for identity making provided by the Internet.
It is in the context of such escalating social and political divide and ramification that 'harmony' must be seen and understood: it is a slogan that responds to the rapid fragmentation and diversification in society by putting some 'spin' on it: in spite of such growing diversities, the Chinese must have a common focus and invest themselves into a project of social cohesion and 'harmony'. This concern with 'harmony' is, thus, an attempt towards re-emphasizing the modernist monocentric ideal inscribed in the state structure of China. Harmony should produce, legitimatize and enforce centripetal forces in society and politics, and prevent society from spinning out of control. obviously, is a platform not just for centripetal forces in society but also (and perhaps even more so) for centrifugal forces, forces that take subjects out of the monocentric orbit of the state. This tension between a centripetal and monocentric social politics, and a centrifugal and polycentric potential offered by the Internet, is well understood by the Chinese authorities, and could be at the core of the state's attempts to monitor and constrain Internet use. Similar reactions against the 'chaotic' dimensions of the Internet by the state can be observed elsewhere too; think of the knee-jerk reactions by several
Western states when Wikileaks started publishing previously confidential documents.
The future of 'harmony' as a useful concept in Chinese politics will depend on the way in which it can be deployed as a 'niched', non-totalizing concept targeted, perhaps, at the policing and regulation of certain aspects of social life. If it is applied to the totality of social life, it will backfire, because it is an entirely inadequate descriptor of social processes and, consequently, can only be used against specific social processes, as a means to repress and eliminate certain forms of social processes. That is, it can only be used successfully as a potentially repressive policing instrument. It will then share the fate of many other concepts deployed by central authorities in attempts to 'control' and 'reduce' escalating social diversity. 'Integration', 'social stability', 'social cohesion' and other widely used terms will almost inevitably become (or have already become) targets of contestation and conflict, since they are irrelevant as descriptors of the social realities (cf. Blommaert & Verschueren 1998) . A monocentric understanding of legitimate identities, identities that come with important material and immaterial entitlements, is likely to lead to coercive and excluding practices in the age of globalization and superdiversity.
So how do we understand language policy in view of the evidence presented here?
It is clear that language policy, any language policy, is not a singular object, the features of which can simply be 'read off' core documents and semantic analysis of the core terms in the language-political vocabulary. It is best to see it as a highly complex and nonlinear set of practices that are lodged in specific sociolinguistic contexts. The forces that create language-political effects are not unified either, perhaps not even readily identifiable or entirely unpredictable, as can be seen in our case of online harmonization. A more ethnographically-based analysis would bring out the specific factors influencing the direction of these processes, and show us why sometimes coercion will prevail, and why sometimes resistance and transformation occurs.
It is also unwise to see language-political statements and key terms as descriptors of sociolinguistic realities. This 'fallacy of internalism' (Thompson 1990 ) assumes that political realities are contained in political texts; this assumption has inspired many scholars in language policy. Texts and terms, however, do not predict their own uptake and implementation. In fact, uptake and implementation are fields of research in their own right and require entirely different approaches than the critical textual analysis of language policies. They demand ethnographic inspection; and when such ethnographic inspection is performed, researchers will often encounter unexpected outcomes (cf.
McCarty 2011). We can then see formal language policies -texts and their concepts -as flexible and unstable instruments; they may be in design for dogmatic deployment but in reality receive defiant interpretations and adverse consequences, as illustrated in this paper. We can also see formal language policies as just one instrument for shaping the sociolinguistic lives of people; it rarely occurs as the only instrument. Societies and their sociolinguistic environments are polycentric and become increasingly so. Language policies such as that of harmony will therefore have to share their space of manoeuvering with other sets of prescriptions and normative expectations.
